
A Manhattan Ice Floe...
...has an uneven surface which is roughly flat. The ice flow floats
above unfathomed depths, beneath an uncertain sky, and wobbles as it
moves indeterminately. This same ice flow is being sung about cur
rently on Broadway in Guys and Dolls: “The Oldest Established
Permanent Floating Crap Game in New York.” I’ve read whole
books on the human condition which told me less about the structure
of human events than the title of that song. Yet the actual melody is a
bit too conventionally spherical to be true. An ice floe, by the way, is
not spherical, and you can take your shoes off.

A sphere is the shape of logical space. When time is utterly with
drawn from expenence, as it must be if two propositions are to stand in
contradiction, and if A is to equal A, then the structure of that timeless
“logical space” is sphencal. While an “organic” work of art, with an
internal logic, with parts consistently rotated at uniform angles of cur
vature, is, ideally, a sphere, truth—in—art requires investigating the non—
sphere and the un-sphere.

When the three classical laws of thought are applied—the laws of
identity, contradiction, and the excluded middle—then A A; A and
not-A cannot both be true; and A is either B or not B, not both. A
statement about A such as A = B is either true or false, and not neither
true nor false. Classically, all thought was to be turned on this lathe,
and the effect would be of such a uniformity that one section of
thought would fit over another section of thought, the way one section
of a sphere matches in curvature every other section of the sphere.

The ideal structure of logical space is conveyed by the image of a
sphere, but note that the image has implications of its own. A sphere,
which is finite, but unbounded, has no “natural” boundaries, margins,
or edges. Any irregularities or anomabes which do not conform to the
uniform curvature cannot be exiled across a border: one either matches
the surface of the sphere and can be included, or doesn’t match, and is
to be excluded. Some artists have worked as though from the center of
a sphere of their own, projecting their ideas and images in such consis
tent stylizations that they construct, from within, the surface of the
sphere which we see from without. An orderly and coherent and self-
consistent sphere has been a model for how to shape events, or perhaps
for how to shape oneself, as though called upon to be centered in one
self while projecting a well-rounded character, perhaps conforming to
the rules of a sphere so that an image of oneself can be mapped upon its
surface.

As late as Abstract Expressionism, one can think of the work of art
as “sphere—like,” with (self—)centered arrists at the center each of a
sphere, and without any reason to provide margins for the marginal,
but with the necessity of excluding impurities, irregularities, and any
non-correlated odd-lot artists who could not match the self-stylizations
of the painters at the “Club.” Yet an impulse to un—sphere arose in the
period of various Modemisms for some visual artists, and poets, who
sought to think about their methods of thinking in their various medi
ums, and so sought to decenter themselves, to unsphere the spheres
with discontinuioes, fragmentations, un-coherence, non sequitur, and

illogic. The relarions of wholeness to exclusiveness and to inclusiveness

had to become issues for visual thought. And when they did, questions

arose of methods other than sphere for defining and achieving whole

ness.’ Wholeness is what has happened to structure when conflicts have

been resolved or are in remission. The relarions of wholeness to exclu

siveness and to inclusiveness had to become an issue for visual thought.

Few artists have secooned circles and flattened hemispheres’ and

spheres as much as the arristic generarion which came of voting age

about 1950, and which by the mid-50s was dismanding AE painting

and frustrating any idealist or “formalist” criticism. Those arrists, per

haps finding themselves less spheres than odd—balls, confronted the

impasse of the great Abstract Expressionist painrings. Those paintings,

one could see at a glance, were, and are, supposed to be always them

selves and unchanging. Any independent parts entered a process of

reciprocal modifications and emerged interdependent. Anything that

would disturb the wholeness, the sphericity, has been excluded, as in

either/or: something either coheres with the whole composition, or it is

an impurity, a pollutant, and a fault where the sphere might fracture.

One can see how the AE painters usually think: either painting or

sculpture, either a man or a woman, either space or rime—and either

mutual implication of parts which are given the same twist and turn, or

else confusion, irresoluteness, and flat-out disarray.
Following some hints which were emerging from conflicts within

Abstract Expressionism, the younger artists scratched the surface of aes

thetic illusion, calling attenrion to its spaciness as it separates from its

material conditions. Why would artists who are in some sense or other

marginal support the illusion of a sphere which has no margins in

which they could survive to do their work? The next generation took

a good look at its anomalies and worked to secrion and to flatten the

spheres of idealism, to squash internally coherent systematic interrela—

rions which conform to the laws of thought, and then to use the frag

ments in constructions, collages, combines, and assemblages.
The Abstract Expressionist painters used fresh or new paint and

canvas as standardized by technological—industnal operations, but those

operations were not in themselves expressive for them, and so the

methods of the producrion of materials for art was not included in the

art. The material—physical paint, and canvas and stretchers, were to be

subsidiary to the picture plane—to the aesthetic illusion. Then the

means of production of those matenals would be even more subsidiary

to the aestheric effect. In the next generation, the uniformly stylized

surface is replaced by a mixture of styles, a mismatch of surfaces, a vari

ety of edges, and with physical materials which won’t become fully

subsidiary to an illusory focal plane. These physical materials, from

incompatible hierarchical leveh, are materials which age, fade, deterio—

rate, and somerimes perish, and all of that occurs at varying rates of

consumption.
The standard oil—paints are supposed to hold their color, but scraps

of newspaper are known to become more yellow than white, and so to

change visual position, at indeterminate velocities, in relation to other

parts of the work. A fading or yellowing piece of paper “moves” with

in a composition as it recedes or advances in relation to the other

whites and yellows. To accept that change is to make changes in the

values in behalf of which a work of art is made, and so entails other

methods of logical conjuncrion, and other mixtures of materials. The

great transition, from what is called Abstract Expressionism to Mixed-

Media Pop, Material Pop, or (borrowing the word “Intermedia” from

Dick Higgins) Intermedia-Pop art, is a transition from an event which

uses new and non-anecdotal matenals which are subsidiary to the focal

plane, to the use of materiah as focal, not subsidiary. They are focal

because they are used in ways which call attention to their matenality

as a contribution to wholeness, and as part of a redefinition of how the

aesthetic illusion should relate to materialities.
While some of the Abstract Expressionist paintings have a push-

and—pull among spatial planes and colors as they adjust themselves in

relation to the picture plane, the early Intermedia—Pop and mixed—

media works of Robert Rauschenberg, Ray Johnson, and Jasper Johns

work aho with a teniporal push-and-pull among temporal planes. Such

works construct a different image of what constitutes an appropriate

visual event—an event so constructed that it is a model for the con

struction of actual events, or for the judgment of events. When, as in

Abstract Expressionism, the painterly illusion rises above the materials

and immaterializes them, that effect proves how immaterial meanings

and values can exist in and animate the physical world without being

physical. Such an aesthetic illusion can be one of the proofs of the

immaterial and intangible sphere of idealism, and as a method of visual

proof of
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ety of edges, and with physical materials which wont become fully

subsidiary to an illusory focal plane. These physical materials, from
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rate, and sometimes perish, and all of that occurs at varying rates of

consumption.
The standard oil_paints are supposed to hold their color, but scraps

of newspaper are known to become more yellow than white, and so to

change visual position, at indeterminate velocities, in relation to other

parts of the work. A fading or yellowing piece of paper “moves” with

in a composition as it recedes or advances in relation to the other

whites and yellows. To accept that change is to make changes in the

values in behalf of which a work of art is made, and so entails other

methods of logical conjunction, and other mixtures of materials. The

great transition, from what is called Abstract Expressionism to Mixed-

Media Pop, Material Pop, or (borrowing the word “Intermedia” from

Dick Higgins) Intermedia-Pop art, is a transition from an event which

uses new and non—anecdotal materials which are subsidiary to the focal

plane, to the use of materials as focal, not subsidiary. They are focal

because they are used in ways which call attention to their materiality

as a contribution to wholeness, and as part of a redefinition of how the

aesthetic illusion should relate to materialities.
While some of the Abstract Expressionist paintings have a push—

and-pull among spatial planes and colors as they adjust themselves in

relation to the picture plane, the early Intermedia—Pop and mixed—

media works of Robert Rauschenberg, Ray Johnson, and Jasper Johns

work also with a temporal push-and-pull among temporal planes. Such

works construct a different image of what constitutes an appropriate

visual event—an event so constructed that it is a model for the con

struction of actual events, or for the judgment of events. When, as in

Abstract Expressionism, the painterly illusion rises above the materials

and immaterializes them, that effect proves how immaterial meanings

and values can exist in and animate the physical world without being

physical. Such an aesthetic illusion can be one of the proofs of the

immaterial and intangible sphere of idealism, and as a method of visual

proof of how non-material ideas can enter the world, it is dangerous

for an artist who believes in a different structure of events.

The post—Abstract Expressionist art, with its mismatches of spatial

and temporal parts, changes the relations of aesthetic illusions to mate

rials. One of the purposes is to define how values and meanings inhere

in experience, and emerge in the construction of an event, among the

other immanences, rather than being somehow transcendental, like a

pure and ideal form imposed on dumb materials. The used and used-

up stuff in collages, and the over-used images such as flags and targets,

call attention to the previous existence elsewhere and beforehand—and

change the visual definition of an event, or of what is to count as an

event. The work suggest acceptance of change, uncertainty, and inde

terminacy. It advocates enjoyment of adventures among spatial and

jasperJohns. Untitled, 31’ x 91 ‘ (with frame) acrylic and collage on canvas, 1979. Courtesy leo Castelli Gallery, New Y
ork.
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temporal discontinuities, on the condition that one not paper over any
incoherence with those ideological consolations which conceal the
structure of actual events—and those events include excitingly irregular
intervals but no visible proof of any continuum. “To the pure, all
things are pure.” an artist said to me in 1955, while gathering art sup
plies in the gutter as part of an apologia for anomalies.

lntermedia and Material Pop, or remedial visual art, can accept
not merely what happens in the act of painting, but much of what has
happened here, and then there. Amid such actualities, one occasionally
stumbles across an ideal, as an actual triangle can suggest an ideal trian
gle, or an actual sphere can suggest the essence of sphereness or sphere-
hood. But where the Abstract Expressionist painters usually avoided
euclidian geometric shapes, as part of their anti—idealism and anti—
essence (which often turned out to be a self—serving idealism and a
complacent essentialism), the succeeding visual artists seemed less anti—
idealist than non-idealist. Then, perhaps no longer feeling any threat
from the ideal or the essence, an ideal could be used like a quotation,
without a philosophic commitment. Such an ideal can be projected
onto a plane, like something written upon a blackboard which is used
to focus the conversation, but then is erased. I think of this as an opera
doria! idealism, or a pragmatic idealism, able to use an ideal—even an
idealist concept like beauty—to get something straight, to see more
clearly, but without annihilating actualities as “mere” appearances.

Two opportunities to look at these questions have occurred
recently with the display of work by Jasper Johns: two paintings, and
accompanying constructions, prints, and drawings, at the Gagosian
Gallery (catalogue by Francis M. Naumann gratefully acknowledged),
and one painting—Untitled: 1979—at the John Good Gallery in a show
called “The Open Work,” curated by Marjorie Welish.

The large work, According to l4’7iat, combines painting and objects,
some of which cast shadows, so that the work changes “according to
what” the circumstances happen to be in that place at that moment.
The work is not quite self-identical; instead of manifesting an essence,
as the laws of itself, the work is as it appears to be at any one time.

I am using Jasper Johns so explicitly because he is so explicit in his
awareness that he must think about his methods of thinking lest he
uphold or construct an idealist sphere of exclusions. He, as a working
artist, wants to join the world as it is, and as he is, in a hospitable spa
ciousness, without having to average imself or standardize his visual
thinking. If A = A, Johns responds: “...my work is in part concerned
with the possibility of things being taken for one another—with ques
tionable areas of identification and usage—with thought rather than
with secure things.” If A is either B or not B, Johns replies that he
does not want polar opposites, as in either body or nund: “Beware of

the body and the mind. Avoid a polar situation...” He does not say
that body is mind, as though a single essence exists; he accepts the
uncentered doubleness of body and/or mind. Even the body of his
work is not to be taken as identical with him or with his mind: “I have
attempted to develop my thinking in such a way that the work I’ve
done is not me”—the sentence Vivien Raynor used as the title of her
interview, ARTnews 72, no. 3 (March 1973). Jasper Johns in an inter
view earns the epithet applied to Ulysses: polytropic: much turning...

Johns lets the conventional laws of thought lapse in order to be in
more direct touch with his experience. “ ‘Looking’ is and is not ‘eat
ing’ and ‘being eaten.’ “ This thought, uninhibited by the laws of
thought, can be compared with a tragic European thought of a woman
who later died of malnutrition. Simone Weil writes that the great sor
row of humans—La grande don cur de 1 ‘honime—which begins in child
hood and lasts until death—qni coniinence des l’eqfance et se poursuitjusque
‘a Ia niort—is that to look and to eat are two different operations—c’est
que regarder et manger sont deux operations d’re,ites. Eternal bliss is a state
in which to gaze is to eat: La beatitude éternelle est un état du regarder c’est
manger. Weil had to go to the sphere of the eternal, to logical space,
where ideas can be so turned that they fit upon each other, where
looking can be eating. Her words were included in a section titled
“Contradiction,” in La Pesanteur et la Grace, Gravity and Grace in
English. Yet when a person is historicized, and the self is not an
essence but is successive levels of construction, then contradiction is
neither a method of religious contemplation, nor yet another secular
hobgoblin. I hear Walt Whitman singing: “Do I contradict myself?
Very well, then, I contradict myself.”

Johns does not identifj looking (gazing, regarding) with eating
(consuming, incorporating through the mouth), because to equate “to
regard” with “to eat” would yield one concept. A single concept can
be centered on an essence which is timeless, and which, as an essence,
collects the laws of the nature of the thing into itself. Such laws must
be obeyed if A is to be authentically itself, to be A and not some other
thing. But if A is today’s newspaper, tomorrow it is yesterday’s news
paper. In According to I4’liat, Johns reproduces newspapers. One col
umn by Sylvia Porter is reproduced several times, yet with enough dif
ferences that it is not identical with itself. In Untitled: 1979, he uses
scraps of newsprint which have yellowed. On one clipping, the word
white is printed in black ink on paper which has “turned” from white to
yellow.

The use of newsprint is a philosophic stance in relation to self—
identity, the law of the excluded middle, and the law of contradiction.
By accepting change within a work of art, Johns offers criticism of the
invisible and intangible ideal of immutable essences in behalf of the vis
ible and tangible actualities. When he writes notes for himself, he
explicitly and verbally introduces a wobble or instability by using not
either/or, but and/or: one, or the other, or both.

Make something.
Find a use for it.
AND/OR
Invent a function.
Find an object.
And/or is a way to set in motion parts of ideas or images which

might otherwise be static. Consistent with “and/or” is that Jasper
Johns designed backgrounds for dance performances by Merce
Cunningham, but did not try to conjoin the implications of the visual
art with the implications of the choreographic art. Here the visual
movement, there the bodily movement, and over there musical move
ment, with the parts each of different spatial and temporal positions and
velocities. The work achieves wholeness without defining itself as a
single visual event which excludes anything inconsistent with itself.
The whole event is a combination of eventualities, as inclusive of tins,
and then of that, and then this other, without a single coherent system as
a necessary condition of wholeness.

The art in this mode I have thought of as the art of the possible. and

at least two problems arise with its apparently unsystematic construe—

tion. 1) Such an open construction has a potential to be continued

around the globe and so to become an unbounded systematic domin

ion; 2) The unsystematic or nonsystematic has few defenses against

systems. The undesignated is certain to be given a designation by

someone who has designs upon the whole, an arch-enemy of the sub

lime anarchy of the present moment. The solution is neither anarchy

nor one single system, but is two or more systems with an anarchic

unsystematic area of possibility bersveen them. or maybe somewhere

underneath the arches.
But here we are in 1992, neighboring on rigid systems, and with

awareness that possibility is not a value in itself, because some possibili

ties are destructive of other possibilities. Relations among parts of a

whole are being rethought in order to approach a visual definition of

events as we learn to want them to shape themselves from within. The

thought occurring in some of the painting of the last few years is that

“both” is not one combined with one to make two into another one, a

single unit. A single closed system tends to run down, and Abstract

Expressionism, when it became a system of conventions, ceased to be

an arena in which a painter could make sincere claims to truth, and,



at least two problems arise with its apparently unsystematic construc

tion. 1) Such an open construction has a potential to be continued

around the globe and so to become an unbounded systematic domin

ion; 2) The unsystematic or nonsystematic has few defenses against

systems. The undesignated is certain to be given a designation by

someone who has designs upon the whole, an arch-enemy of the sub

lime anarchy of the present moment. The solution is neither anarchy

nor one single system, but is two or more systems with an anarchic

unsystematic area of possibility between them, or maybe somewhere

underneath the arches.
But here we are in 1992, neighboring on rigid systems, and with

awareness that possibility is not a value in itself, because some possibili

ties are destructive of other possibilities. Relations among parts of a

whole are being rethought in order to approach a visual definition of

events as we learn to want them to shape themselves from within. The

thought occurring in some of the painting of the last few years is that

“both” is not one combined with one to make two into another one, a
single unit. A single closed system tends to run down, and Abstract
Expressionism, when it became a system of conventions, ceased to be
an arena in which a painter could make sincere claims to truth, and, to
our loss, it lost some energy. Now Abstract Expressionism sometimes
returns successfully as part of a painting which has a different kind of
wholeness from the wholeness of an AE painting. These paintings
include first one system, and then another system, and here these rules
of procedure, and now those other rules of procedure. Both.
Wholeness surfaces in such a visual field as the mutual enhancement or
reciprocal intensification of parts, however much they are operationally
or physically separated. And that is as obscure a concept as wave—pack
ets, or two people who make up a couple.

When in a work of art we have independent parts, A and then B,
the interval between A and B is an area that is uncertain, indetermi
nate, wavering, and unsystematic. And that is where the freedom is—
not within a single set of procedures, but in the position between two
or more sets of procedures where, without rules and procedures for
proceeding, one nevertheless does proceed. First A, and then B, and
sometimes C, with raw discontinuities—as when the wall can show
between two panels—or when an unnameable lawless area occurs
“between” lawful areas—or when an imageless nameless interval sepa
rates two “images.” I had wntten these notes before seeing the title of
a painting by Shirley Kaneda: The Consolidation of Nameless Beings.
While I can see the “consolidation,” I also see the anonymous and
anomalous structures. The “images” in the painting derive from the
use of two or more theories (systems, theorems, sets of rules, methods
of procedure), each of which is an autonomous invention which, while
rationally foundationless, is supported by commitments. The work
does not extrapolate a single system of conventions or rules which can
smother impulse and improvisation. One is free, or independent, in
ways that make changes, and those changes are something to paint
about.

The point of the work with independent systems is incongruence
and non-correlation as a condition of the mutual enhancement of sys
tems. In non—correlated abstractions, the units do not cohere into one
unit, and do not follow one set of rules. These paintings offer a model
freedom of passage between systems and across boundary conditions.
They seem to me yet another visual proof of the freedom that is within
spatio-temporal events because in the present moment one is next to
systems, but not necessarily within systems. With an unruled or rule—
less area between systems, with the freedom to choose one’s consolida
tions and commitments, one finds oneself in events as though among
planes which do not turn at the same velocities or at the same curva
tures, and which cannot construct themselves into one sphere. One
finds oneself, in the present moment, beyond the languages of sciences
and beyond the sciences of languages—where nothing in itself refers,
and yet it can be used to refer, and where nothing is in itself a sign, and
yet it can be used as a sign. A body can keep one foot within conven—

Shirley Kaneda, T7e Consolation of Nameless BeinCs, 30” x 20” oil on canvas, 1992.
Private collection, Italy.

tions, and one foot “without” conventions—or one shoe on, and one
shoe off,

The “abstract” paintings which I see in this present moment of
painting are concrete demonstrations of how to use conventions while
keeping their edges in view. The task is to preserve one’s ability to
communicate the truth of one’s powers and freedoms sincerely—to
show the success of one’s arrangements—and to prove, visually, one’s
powers to communicate by rearrangement and misuse of conventions
of communication, or by using the conventions of communication as
materials, not as methods. “A Nice Derangement of Epitaphs,”
Donald Davidson titles his essay, which ends: “I conclude that there is
no such thing as a language, not if a language is anything like what
many philosophers and linguists have supposed” (Truth and
Interpretation, ed. Ernest LePore). I conclude that there is no such thing
as a language of art, but that communication of sincerely truthful inten
tions is possible. In the last season, a baseball player ran over to the
umpire, pulled off his shoe, pointed into the shoe, and then pointed at
the mouth of the umpire. Sure, he was penalized, but amid his truan
cies from conventions he communicated his meaning, and his sincerity,
as he played the force of his imagination against the edge of the rules.
And then, out on his ice floe as he was, he put his shoe back on. C

W. S. Wilson contributed an essay, “And/Or: one or the other, or
both,” to Sequence (con)Sequence, ed. Julia Ballerini (Aperture
Foundation Press: 1989).
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